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Enjoyable family entertainment - comprehensive super learning 3 cd set. Easy listening contemporary

background music with instructional narration - informational key definitions to the Sonic Spectrum

Attunements 12 part self help home study series. Pre-r 67 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional,

SPOKEN WORD: With Music Details: Postage paid - triple CD set - Tour de Life Force - cd's 3,4  5 of the

12 part self help home study series - contemporary musical narrative informational keys to the Sonic

Spectrum Attunements 12 part self empowerment series. Definitions, logistics  rationale of all of the

elements covered in the series to prepare the consciousness  imagination for the fun  exciting vibrational

visualization adventures with the Sonic Rainbow Siren instrument of vibrational resonance attunement.

Practical, comprehensive physical  metaphysical health  wellbeing fusion of information from the time

tested ancient Eastern as well as modern Western scientific traditions are amalgamated, designed to

enhance the conscious awareness  appreciation of our whole ever integrating nature, as a creative

Human being, suitable for family listening  super learning. Pre-requisite listening for those who wish to

continue to fully enjoy the 12 part self empowerment series with full conscious comprehension. This

special 12 part self empowerment series is for beginners or experts in the journey of all journeys - the

birth  loving care of our unlimited personal potential at all levels of being human. Listening to these

special audios in our day to day lives, is an effective practice in liberating  ever gathering our personal

unlimited potential at what ever levels we choose on a day to day basis, whatever our lifestyles. Become

addicted to the inner peace  satisfaction of continual personal growth  expanding self awareness as you

adopt the joy of a peacefully flowing lifestyle of health  wellbeing, with these specially designed audios to
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help keep your mind relaxed  organized, focusing on health  the wonder of wellbeing in your day to day

life while exercising  expanding your true unlimited personal potential with your precious creative

imagination. Dr. Julie challenges you to be ever more all that you can be in the precious gift of each

moment of the NOW! She invites you to enjoy  allow this 12 part self empowerment series to be a key

part of your daily life, to unlock the unlimited treasure chest of your creative imaginations so that you can

harvest the daily benefits of a healthy lifestyle of wellbeing while keeping your expanding personal

potential nourished  keeping the inner peace of the flow of personal growth satisfied. MORE ABOUT DR.

JULIE TRUDEAU  HER WORK: A native of Kankakee, Illinois, in 1984, Dr. Julie Trudeau graduated from

the Palmer College of Chiropractic in Davenport, Iowa in America, at the age of 22, and has been a

licensed natural health care provider in Australia since 1985. Dr. Trudeau is the author  spoken word

recording artist, in the narrative, health motivation music audio presentations -The Golden Keys to the

Money Tree - the electromagnetic tree of Life, the inner wealth of inner health  Special Secrets in Being

an Oasis of Wellbeing describing her specialized services, philosophies  scientific basis as well as

relating the concepts of cellular regeneration  advocating personal health responsibility, her contemporary

love poetry music with the PDF e-book, The Hand of Faith - love poetry  inspirational prayer and the

dynamic, family fun, 12 part self help home study series The Sonic Spectrum Attunements. Dr. Julie is the

mother of daughter, Belinda Grace and a new music solo instrumental artist blissfully presenting, the truly

sensational Sonic Rainbow Siren musical instrument of vibrational attunement in an exacting,

Pythagorean fashion, creating exacting harmonic vibrational sculptures for greater resonance with the

magnanimous Music of the Spheres as in The Super Sonic Rainbow Shower instrumental with

percussion or accenting her self help, guided creative visualizations in the Sonic Spectrum Attunements.

Now residing in Queensland, Australia, she operates an exclusive health care spa The Oasis of

Wellbeing, specializing modern internal medicine, bio-energetic enhancement  electro-medicine. Dr.

Trudeau is the exclusive professional personal trainer in The Natural Art of Bio-electromagnetic Field

Enhancement and the inventor of the gentle, internal medicine massage therapy, the Immune Blast

Health Massage and the sensational non-piercing acupuncture modality, Chromo Magnetic Meridian

Tuning, and the deluxe life force enhancement modality, Cosmic Chromo Magnetic Chakra  Meridian

Tuning. Dr. Julie is planning on teaching her unique modalities to already licensed health professionals

via digital seminar in the future. Mother, musical sculptress, solo instrumental  spoken word recording



artist, author, inventor, personal trainer  internal medicine Chiropractor with 18 years clinical experience 

research, Dr. Julie Trudeau of tropical, sunny Queensland AUSTRALIA introduces her easy listening

instrumentals  self help, home study health fitness audios, carefully created with Universal Love for the

dynamic triune of Spirit, mind  body unity for blissful living every NOW - in part 1 of the 12 part self help

home study series! The various MUST HAVE audios suit a variety of family or personal needs to

incorporate into your healthy lifestyle routine and include: *Family entertainment - DO IT YOURSELF

alternative health care self help home study for health education  pain relief! *Super learning audio

wellness program for cellular regeneration, healthy lifestyle  longevity! *The truly SENSATIONAL

vibrational sound therapy experience with the regal Sonic Rainbow Siren vibrational attunement musical

instrument! *How this music therapy can benefit your family or personal stress management, mental

health, accelerated learning, memory enhancement, personal growth, self esteem, self improvement,

personal development, inner peace, self realization, self empowerment, higher consciousness

enlightenment, self healing, life extension, spiritual evolution  inner joy! These benefits are all yours and

more, the more and more you allow these greater harmonious living sound vibrations and techniques into

you  your families wellbeing lifestyle routine by simply listening on a regular basis when ever you like.

*Love poetry  inspirational prayer audio  PDF e-book for easy listening family entertainment in celebration

of the Sacred Love of Life - The Hand of Faith audio! *Or simply spice up your relaxation, dining, bathing,

housework, exercise or dance party with the amazing Sonic Rainbow Siren solo instrumental music with

percussion. Great for background musical ambience while playing, or to relax the mind, and energize the

imagination, enjoy these instrumental presentations with percussion, in part 2, of the 12 part SERIES,

The Sonic Rainbow Shower, or #2a, The SUPER Sonic Rainbow Shower containing bonus tracks. These

special audio creations will INSPIRE you on a daily basis TO BE your personal MOST in blissful living,

the more you listen to them - either sleeping or awake you can almost effortlessly and ever progressively

improve your  your families  loved ones joyous dynamic mental, physical  Spiritual wellbeing routine 

reality. Be bold  share these harmonious vibrations with even those you have had disharmonies with to

create EVEN MORE harmony in yours  others daily living. Be a harmonious gift to yourself, those around

you  the world so desperately hungry for it. The Spirit, mind  body wellbeing benefits of this easy listening,

family oriented, inspirational music  information are at both the microcosmic [ personal ] and macrocosmic

[ environmental ] levels, to powerfully enhance wholistic health responsibility  wellbeing - or simply



wholesome audio entertainment for the whole family, to promote healthy peaceful, positive thinking and

healthy peaceful, positive living. The relaxing instrumental  dynamic narrative, healthy lifestyle musical

adventures in the self help home study series, range from simple vibrational color  sound resonance

attunements, to the complete specifics of physical body enhancement practices at the levels of all of the

systems  organs, as well as the electromagnetic fluids surrounding each cell unto the molecular levels of

the DNA/rNA. The metaphysical enhancements of the meridians, nadis  chakras, the bio-electromagnetic

field, the subtle vibrational etheric, emotional, mental, astral, causal  integrated spiritual bodies, the Atma

or Soul body, the Buddic body  the Monad, unto the Unified Field of Consciousness are also addressed in

this family fun, wholistic health  wellbeing series. The truly transformative, musical adventures of The

Sonic Spectrum Attunements also includes the corresponding Earth  associated planetary vibrational

energy planes of our immediate Solar system, as well as the higher metaphysical Buddic intuitional, Atmic

spiritual and Monadic vibrational planes unto the Divine plane of Adi, escorted by angelic Beings and

spiritual Masters of Love  Light, to The Great Central Sun Magnet to become re-magnetized with our

Original Blueprint at all levels of our ever integrating Being. We store these splendid experiences within

the storage space of our hearts,the seed atoms, to gracefully unfold the vibrations of wholistic health 

wellbeing in our daily lives.This wonderful, relaxing  informative, contemporary musical collection of health

motivational, self help, self empowerment, wellness awareness, super learning, music therapy audios,

have been lovingly designed for all stages of conscious awareness and is elegantly presented by the

dynamic voice of modern internal medicine specialist, Dr. Julie Trudeau, for all age groups to enjoy in

every day life, by simply listening to the variety of inspirational musical styles, poetry  practical health

information in the, family fun, listening  learning, Spirit, mind  body wellbeing lifestyle enhancement

audios. The delightful theme of being Heaven on Earth, is woven into the easy to do, musical collection of

integrated principles  practices for beginners or experts in personal growth and the cultivation of the

conscious awareness of dynamic health  continuing wellbeing as a daily lifestyle. Allow the sensational

sounds of these unique audios to tickle your eardrums  imaginations with the radiating ripples of the

ringing, resonant, tingling sound waves of the amazing The Sonic Rainbow Siren vibrational resonance

attunement instrument, accenting the various light-hearted, easy listening, family fun, healthy lifestyle,

creative visualization, musical adventures. The simplicity of listening to these dynamic audio

presentations, on a daily basis, serves as a fun reminder, to musically energize our personal or family



health routine, thusly insuring the reality of our most precious possession, our daily ease in body, mind 

Spirit, the pre-requisite for being functional in society  living peaceful, prosperous, healthful  helpful lives.
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